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The campus digitization turns to have become the important sign of measuring 
the college academic level and management level, while the campus network system 
is the important infrastructure that the number turns campus.Along with mature 
application of continuously expand, teaching, research, management and se rvice etc. 
of high school the operation has already started relying on information system 
everyday of support, the stability movement of information system directly influences 
the work of high school, therefore, be placed in the high school of developing the 
stage information-based make a more and more strong request to the safe stability 
movement. 
This dissertation mainly studies the information-based movement that number in 
the high school turns campus to prop up system.The number turns a campus 
information the movement prop up the some basic technique problems and reasonable 
solution in the system design and discussed a campus network and information 
service center construction programming design, and guarded against a system 
construction design to put forward a little bit own viewpoints to the construction 
programming design construction and security of customer's service center.In the 
process of studying in adopt a theory contact actual method, with Xinjiang educat ion 
insitute number to turn campus construction for example, the logarithms word turned 
design target and information-based movement of campus to prop up function request 
to make detailed analyze, particularly discussed a connecting of campus net go into, 
the Tuo rush toward the choice and allocation of structure and network equipments 
and study to tally up the pedagogy college park network in Xinjiang information 
system in the process of designing programming to constuct in of experience and 
worth make reference to of place, hope to turn campus construction for number in the 
high school backlog some experience and reference.Subsequently inquire into a 















generation number in the future turn the development direction of campus. 
The first part of the dissertation mainly the problem of the construction 
background aiming at new generation campus digitization and current existence 
carried on to elaborate；Then at the second part constucted programming design to do 
treatise for network and information service center；The third part is textual point, 
around customer's service center of the construction programming design constuct this 
actual item and contact from the theory actual of the angle set out to launch a 
research；Four-part cent mainly analyzes from the safe and total design thought, safe 
need, the security manage the system, and safe system structure...etc. Be ten to guard 
against system construction to carry on a study to the safeties；At the fifth part is the 
summary to the full text, turn educational information-based construction for 
prospecting future nation from the number of campus. 
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